Directions to Whitehill Pelham and talentdesk Cambridge
Milton Hall, Ely Road, Milton, Cambridge, CB24 6WZ
Situated in the village of Milton and only 10 minutes from Cambridge City centre, we are
approximately 1.2 miles from the A10/A14 (J33) interchange.

By Car
From the A14
From A14 exit at Junction 33 and follow signs for Milton. Go straight over the Tesco roundabout and
continue along Cambridge Road. Keep following the road, as you leave Milton you will see a sign
and entrance to Milton Hall on the right hand side.

From Cambridge City Centre
Follow the signs to A10 Ely leaving Cambridge via Milton Road, at the A14 roundabout follow signs
for Milton. Go straight over the Tesco roundabout and continue along Cambridge Road, keep
following the road as you leave Milton you will see a sign and entrance to Milton Hall on the right
hand side.

From Ely
Follow the A10 to Cambridge until you see a turning on the left hand side to Milton. Take this turning
as you follow the road you will pass Milton Golf Club, shortly afterwards you will see signs for Milton
Hall on your left hand side.

Milton Village

By Bus
From Drummer Street/ St Andrews Street Bus station take the Number 9 service, which runs twice
an hour to Milton, and takes approximately 15 -20 minutes to reach us. The nearest bus stop is on
Milton High Street next to the Milton Village Sign. From your stop our offices are a two minute walk
along Ely Road until you reach the entrance on the right to Milton Hall.

By Train
Waterbeach station is less than 2.5 miles from Milton Hall, no direct bus is available. The station does
not have a taxi rank please call 01223 715715 for a local taxi to collect you.
Cambridge Train station is 5 miles away from the station either take a Taxi from the taxi rank at the
station or catch the bus (Number 99, Busway A, Citi3 or Busway B) to Drummer Street and follow the
directions in by Bus estimated journey time by bus less than 30 minutes.

